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Living with Machines

● Digitised collections from the long 19th century

● Computational methods

● Multidisciplinary approach

● Digitised Ordnance Survey map collection from 
the National Library of Scotland
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Principal and Co-Investigators Project team



Credit: National Library of Scotland for map image, 
https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=15.849043282320103&lat=51.47748&lon=-3.16875&layers=6&b=1 

https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=15.849043282320103&lat=51.47748&lon=-3.16875&layers=6&b=1


Digitized maps 
can be more 
than sheets to 
browse in a 
virtual reading 
room. But how?

Ordnance Survey 
maps of England, 
Wales, and 
Scotland

6 inches to 1 mile
1888-1913 
(2nd edition)

~15K sheets

Credit: Olivia Vane for visualisation, National Library of Scotland for map images & metadata

How do 
researchers work 
with maps?



Scale: Making trustworthy historical 
claims based on lots of maps

case studies → ‘high resolution’ archival research 
or anecdotes from printed materials

MAPS AS HUMANITIES DATA

aggregated statistics → ‘low resolution’ 
regional/national 



Opportunity: Computer Vision + 
Machine Learning
Iterative and reproducible: Historical OS maps tell us how 
Victorians represented the British landscape, and how 
that landscape was changing, but they are not a ‘ground 
truth’. We want to use CV to advance interpretation, not 
define truth.

Fast: There are too many maps to examine with close 
reading. ML makes it possible to work with large 
collections quickly. 



AI for the humanities: Let’s move on from 
data ‘mining’



Cultural Spatial Data Creation

Can we identify and search for new 
shapes as intentionally imprecise 
visual signs forming new patterns 
rather than reproducing manual 
vector data collection?



Solution: ‘Patches’ as a new shape for 
historical research



https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.06857.pdf

Image Classification with Maps: Raster 
Patches

Map regions (patches) annotated as training data

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.06857.pdf


Patches as humanistic data 

Image classification tasks on 
‘patches’ are common in 
medical imaging research.

Can we adapt this approach for 
humanistic inquiry and search?



Annotating patches: 
What is a good label?



E.g. 

Patch sizes and label choices

200 pixel
Woods

1000 pixel
Too big

100 pixel
Trees



Railspace patches

• British railspace as predicted by 
MapReader from ~15K late 
nineteenth-century 6” OS maps 
(NLS) 

• ~30.5 million patches total

• Railspace = the totality of rail 
infrastructure in the landscape

• Captured on 50m x 50m patches

• ~62k expert-annotated patch 
dataset now available on Hugging 
Face

Image credit: Kasra Hosseini

https://huggingface.co/datasets/Livingwithmachines/MapReader_Data_SIGSPATIAL_2022
https://huggingface.co/datasets/Livingwithmachines/MapReader_Data_SIGSPATIAL_2022
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Thank you

Find out more:

https://livingwithmachines.ac.uk/latest/
@LivingwMachines

https://mapreader.readthedocs.io/


